Did you ever take an image in the lab and thought it was so beautiful that you wanted to show it to the whole world? Or which made your colleagues produce noises of appreciation (Ahwww!!!) ?

Perfect!

After last years successful first photo competition, you have now again the chance to present us YOUR winner photo! Let other researchers enjoy your amazing work, see it on official SFB announcements and win one of our prizes on the side!

Deadline: 31.05.2019

Valuable Prizes! (in forms of ‘Boni’)

Conditions:

In order to submit, you need to:

• Be a member of the UdS, INM, or an institution affiliated with the SFB 1027
• Be a Bachelor, Master, PhD-Student, MD-Student or Postdoc (no PIs/Project leaders !)

You can submit:

• Microscopy images, graphs, simulated data, hand drawings of concepts, photos …
• Up to 5 items per person
• Raw images can (and should) be processed, please upload processed image (< 1 MB!) but have raw image available on demand.
• Send a description with a) a detailed figure caption, b) a description how your images relates to the SFB 1027 for each item you submit.

• You need to have or create an account on the IRTG-page (URL see below).
• Required format: Tiff, JPG, PNG, Resolution: minimum 72 dpi, preferred 300dpi. Filename (both image and text file): YourName_1-5
• Submission will be online on the IRTG webpage.

With submission you agree:

• That your image can be used by the SFB 1027, UdS, INM and associated institutions for announcements, adverts, posters etc (your name will always be mentioned).

Who will decide the winner?

• Every member of the SFB 1027/IRTG will have 5 votes.
• Final decision committee (3 SFB 1027 members).

Questions?

https://www.sfb1027.uni-saarland.de/ https://irtg.sfb1027.uni-saarland.de
• Franziska.lautenschlaeger@leibniz-inm.de